Adventures team building
• Treasure hunting with tablets or phones
• Paintball
• Roman rickshaw race
• Filmmaking workshop
• Team games and games with adrenaline rush
• Escape room and escape flat
• Basketball tournament on the hotel’s court
• Organized hill hiking with a guide

I Treasure hunting with tablets or phones

Treasure hunt with phones is a program like room escape program, transferred from a room to the
territory of a city. This game has been digitally enhanced so that you will solve all tasks on tablets
or your mobile phones. Various puzzles, logical and mathematical tasks are waiting for you, but
there will also be filming and photo shooting.
Duration: 60-120 min
Number of participants: minimum 12, no maximum
Benefits : team work, socializing, development of leader skills
Location: Vršac
Price: Package for up to 18 participants 450 euros. Additional participant 25 eur.
Included: program organization, necessary equipment, instructors.
Not included: transport of the participants and instructors.

II Paintball
Paintball is the game in wich participants dressed in special overalls (with protective mask on their
faces), using paintballs propelled from a paintball gun, simulate time-limited fiery clashes.
Two teams fight against each other, a game which combines sports and fun, and unsurpassed
adrenalin experience and intense stress relief.
Duration: 1-3 hours, depending on the number of participants and requirement.
Number of participants: Minimum 10, maximum is defined by the field where the game is played
(mostly up to 40 simultaneously)
Benefits: Adrenalin, teambuilding spirit, strategy, communication
Location:Vršac
Price: 25 eur/player (including 300 paintballs per player and any other additional equipment)
Included: Program organization, all necessary equipment and instructor fees.
Not included: Transport of participants and instructors.

III Roman rickshaw race

Jump into a time machine to the ancient Rome and back! Be creative, resourceful, and efficient and learn how to make a rickshaw just
like those in ancient Rome. Soon you will find yourself in one of the great Roman Colosseum, where great fun awaits!
Participants are divided into teams, which have the task to make rickshaws. They all get instructions and necessary materials. It is
important to paint the rickshaws with colours and have different designs, which will represent the teams. After that, all teams present
their work and ride their rickshaws. Third part of the program is the race. Colourful environment, many people and adrenaline rush
during the race will lead to euphoria and great fun.
Duration: 2-2,5 hours
Number of participants: Unlimited.
Benefits: great fun, development of team spirit by cheering up colleagues, relax, development of communication skills
Location:Vršac
Price: 275 eur per team. Number of participants per team 4-8
Included: Program organization, necessary equipment, instructors.
Not included: Transport of the participants and instructors.

IV Filmmaking workshop
The participants divided into groups are given a specific product and have to create
own commercial for this products. Participants will receive instructions on how to
use the equipment and how to create commercials.
Roles are allocated within each group – a cameraman, director, actor, screenwriter. When choosing the location of
the participants have complete freedom. The recorded material can be mounted immediately after the shooting and
during the evening broadcast. The jury of experts evaluates films and proclaims the best team, director, writer, actors...
Duration: 3 hours (introduction and filming- during the day). Introduction and winner announcement in the evening
(20 min)
Number of participants: Min 12, no max. Recommended 10 participants per team.
Benefits: Great fun, team work, planning, getting to know each other in another role.
Price: 990 euro/6 groups(max 10 participants per group). Additional group 150 euro. 760 eur package for four groups
(max 40 participants)
Included: Program organization, all necessary equipment and instructor.

V Team games and games with adrenaline rush

The polygon of team and adrenaline games is a program where participants will be able to clearly see how important
team cooperation, communication and how important each team member is a link in the chain represented by the
company.
Duration: around 1,5 h.
Number of participants: up to 40 per group. Parallel games can be organized for more participants.
Benefits: Fun, adrenaline, team building, development of communication skills, trust, selfconfidence.
Location: Vršac Note: Sports outfit is recommended
Price: 850 eur for 4 stations (games) - black hole, lava river, all for one and V-trust.
Included: All necessary equipment and instructors Not included: Transport of equipment and participants

VI Escape room and Escape flat Vršac
Escape room is real life game where group of 2-5 try to solve all
necessary logical puzzles and find exit from mysterious room.
Duration: 60 min, Horror flat 75 min.
Number of participants: group of 2-6 person per game (12 participants
can simultaneously participate in two games).
Location: Vršac
Price: 5.000,00 RSD for group of 2-6 participants.

Current games offer:
- "Prison escape", action, thriller. Difficult 3 / 5
- "Egyptian museum archive", mysticism, sci-fi. Difficult 5 / 5
- "The Dark Secret of Jonathan White", horror. Weight 4/5 (the biggest Escape game in Serbia and the only
escape from the whole apartment).
- "Resistance Room", a detective game. Weight 4/5.

VII Basketball tournament on the Villa
Breg’s court
Surfface on the field: 665 m2
Purpose of the field: multifunctional
Sports: TENNIS, VOLEYBALL, BASKETBALL
(possibility of recreational playing of small and large football)
Type of substrate: Confosport, by Italian company Casali is elastic
substrate ideal for tennis fields and multifunctional fields. It consists of
a rubber substrate and acrylic coating with rubber granulate, which
makes it very flexible. It elastricity contributes to more comfortable and
safer game with a perfect bounce of the ball and other technical performance as well as reduces risk of sports injuries.
Lining owns ITF certificate.
The rental price is 3.000,00 RSD per hour (in the daytime), and 5.000,00 RSD per hour (in the evening).

VII Organized hill hiking with a guide
Hiking from the hotel up the stairs to the viewpoint, then along the Health Trail to the Vrsac
Tower and back to the hotel.
Duration: around 2 h
Number of participants: 10 - 50
Benefits: Fun, outdoor socializing, getting to know Vrsac hill, strengthening the sports spirit
Location: Vršac
Note: Sports outfit is recommended
Price: 3.000,00 RSD (for groups 10-20 participants), 5.000,00 RSD (for
groups 20-30 participants), 8.000,00 RSD (for groups 30-50 participants)
Included: guide Not included: Optional costs.

Do you want to reward Your team of employees and motivate them
to improve cooperation?
We will make Your wish come true!
WHERE: hotel Villa Breg Vršac
WHEN: During the whole year
HOW: Easy and with joy...

